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Silicone Ears on Acrylic Stand
In Black or Cream $17.85/pc 

Left Ear SIBPLEA-
Right Ear SIBPREA-

Details on page 9.

Novelty Ear and 
Industrial barbells 

on sale for a 
limited time.



Ethics matters. In life and in business. Bombshell Accessories/ Metal Mafia 
trades on that principle. In the era of cutthroat and carelessness, we choose 
commitment and accountability. No excuses. No slack. No margin for error. 

Bombshell Accessories/Metal Mafia is the result of three people’s dedication 
to doing it right every time, in a world where things being done wrong has 
become the norm. We make jewelry, but our company also makes a home 
for both the people who work here and the people we serve. Our style is as 
persuasive as our honesty. Our quality is as irreproachable as our integrity. 

Our designs are as righteous as we are.

CATALOGS AVAILABLE 
FOR DOWNLOAD ON OUR 

WEBSITE.

Internally threaded and threadless 
ASTM-F136 titanium, internally and 

externally threaded 316L steel, 
borosilicate glass and novelty jewelry.

DISCLAIMER: Piercers 
and shops appearing in any 
section may have viewpoints 
that are not shared by Metal 
Mafia. Pictures shown may 

have been taken before 
COVID-19.
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14G Radiant Cut Gem Head
Titanium Was From $2.65/pc

Now From $2.12/pc TRHGS14
Steel Was From $8.70/6 pc pack

Now from $6.96/6 pc pack SRHGS14

16G Internally Threaded 
Heart Head

Steel From $2.86/pc 
SRHHRT16

Internally Threaded Gem Disc
16G and 14G

Titanium From $10.20 /6 pc 
TGDI

Steel From $6.00/6 pc pack 
SGDI

14G Externally Threaded 
Scribble Heart Industrial

Steel $2.16/pc 
SBRINDHR5RD

16G Externally Threaded 
Gem Bow Curve
Steel $2.63/pc 
SCRVBW3-Red Honeycomb Borosilicate Glass Plugs

00G (10G) - 1" (25MM) $34.08/pair 
GPSFRGHC

14G Externally Threaded 
Pink Hearts Industrial

Steel/Black PVD $4.06/pc 
SBRINDHR4BK

16G Gem Hinged Segment  Ring
Steel From $9.68/pc SHSGR

Internally Threaded Pink Gem Tunnel  
8G (3MM) - 1" (25MM)

Black PVD From $2.95/pc 
SBKTTIGPK
Pink Gem Insert

0G (8MM) - 1" (25MM) $2.50/pair 
SDCZPK

16G Externally Threaded 
Pave Leaf Ear Barbell

Steel $1.49/pc 
SBRTRS5PK
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New Year... New 
Method For Making 
Your Shop Run Well!
Ordering jewelry is one of those things that always 
seems to get pushed to the bottom of the to-do list, 
and left for the last minute. Why? Because placing 
an order requires a lot of prep that most busy shop 
owners and piercers don’t have time for in their day. 
We hear it from you all the time--I need to order, but 
I didn’t have time to make my list.... I am out of a 
bunch of stuff, but I have to look through the drawer 
to figure out exactly what I need….

So how can you make ordering a simpler, faster, 
more efficient task? Organization is the key.  

Make it easy to see and track what you stock.  When 
you order from Metal Mafia, your jewelry comes in a 
plastic bag with a code on it. Next time you unpack 
an order, tape the bags directly to the compartments 
in which you store your 
jewelry, leaving the code 
visible. Next time you need 
to order, you can whiz 
through the drawer and 
quickly call off the codes 
of any item you’ve used 
the last of to your rep on 
the phone, or search the 
code on the website and 
complete your order online 
with the certainty that you 
are getting the exact item 
you love and need. 

Keep your invoice handy. Your invoice has all the 
information you need to make a new order of the 
items you order frequently. The style number is on it, 
and so is the description, which takes the  guesswork 
out of figuring out if you have the right code for 
the item you need more of. If you’re in a pinch you 
can just grab the invoice, run down the list of codes 
with your rep, and get your order placed in under 5 
minutes so you can get right back to doing what you 
need to do for your business. 

Reorder with one touch. Yep. You read that right. If 
you’re logged onto metalmafia.com, click on “my 
account” on the top right menu, and you can see all 
your orders by date. Each one has a “reorder” button 
next to it, so if you just need to get a duplicate of a 
previous order, push that reorder button, and everything 
will be added to your cart with that one touch, and 
you can go straight to the checkout and onto the more 
pressing issues in your day. And if you don’t want an 
exact order duplicated, but you are buying a lot of the 
same stuff you always do, use the teal “easy reorder” 
button on the top right corner of metalmafia.com, and 
you can see a list of every item you have ever ordered, 
along with description. Just toggle the box of each thing 
you want, and click add all to cart. No more searching, 
no more page loading, just right through the express 
lane.

Help us help you. Last but not least, if you happen to 
use a point of sale (POS) system in your shop, ask your 
rep to give you a .csv file of all the items you order from 
us. You can use it to import them all into your system so 
your codes and ours are matched all the time, and your 
system can likely generate your orders in an exportable 
.csv format as well, which you can email your rep 
and she can import your order for you in a matter of 
seconds. 

Like the old adage goes, an 
ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure. By taking an 
hour to get organized early 
on in the year, you can spend 
your time doing the things that 
matter most to growing your 
business in 2022. Organizing 
will save you money, too. 
No more accidentally buying 

stuff you already had but couldn’t see in the drawer, or 
getting something that wasn’t what you needed because 
you ordered the wrong item. And the added bonus is 
that you can even use your new organization to teach 
others in your shop to easily order for you when you 
just don’t have time--by following your easy ordering 
method. 
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User-friendly steel cast clickers for daith/septum and nipple. Just slide in and click closed.

ENGRAVED
 $5.50/PC SSC42

(NEW CLICKER STYLES)

FILIGREE CUTOUT
 FROM $6.43/PC SSC47-

CUTOUT WITH GEM
 $6.66/PC SSC48-

BARS WITH GEM
 $6.20/PC SSC45

SUNRAY
 $5.50/PC SSC41

BEADED FILIGREE FROM $5.19/PC SSC40-

DECORATIVE FROM $7.73/PC SNPC27-
V-SHAPED GEM

 FROM $6.50/PC SNPC3-

$190.68/DISPLAY SKU: DISPLNPC FULL
SUBSTITUTIONS MAY OCCUR

PRE-MERCHANDISED 
NIPPLE CLICKER DISPLAY

Updated for 2022!

Includes 11 pairs of bestselling nipple 
stirrup and shield styles.

TWIST FROM $7.88/PC SNPC26-

SEPTUM / DAITH
16G 5/16" (8MM)

NIPPLE
14G 9/16" (14MM)

 $5.16/6 PC PACK SSCEXP

Gives 16G clickers a 14G, 
12G, or 10G wearable area.

SEPTUM/DAITH 
CLICKER EXPANDER

Updated for 2022!

Includes 22 pieces of bestselling 
septum/daith styles.

PRE-MERCHANDISED SEPTUM/
DAITH CLICKER DISPLAY

$134.56/DISPLAY SKU: DISPLSC FULL
SUBSTITUTIONS MAY OCCUR
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Queen 
of Hearts

MODEL: 
Krystal @krystalkleartxds 

Photographer:
New Moon Studios @_newmoonstudios_ Heart Navel Rings

Internally Threaded Titanium 
14G 3/8" or 7/16" $16.52/pc  

TBNIPGHR14- 

Heart Navel Rings
Internally Threaded Steel
14G 3/8" or 7/16" $4.54/pc 

SBNIP-4
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SSHRCZ1 SSHRO1

Ornate 
Seamleass 

Hearts

PVD Coated Steel 16G 3/8" (10MM) 
Available in Left and Right Ear 
Gem From $6.15/pc SSHRCZ1 
Opal From $7.05/pc SSHRO1

Heart Replacement 
Heads
Internally Threaded
PVD Coated Titanium 
16G and 14G From $2.38/pc 
TRHHEART 

Gem Heart 
Nipple Shield

Externally Threaded 
PVD Coated Steel 14G 7/8" (22MM)  
From $3.25/pc SNPLHRCZ 

Key Industrial 
Barbell
Externally Threaded 
PVD Coated Steel 
16G 3/8" (10MM)  
Was $4.38/pc  
Now $3.50/pc
SBRINDKY3RG 

18kt Gold 
Tooth Gems
Solid 18kt Yellow Gold  
3.5MM Tall Baby Heart $33.50/pc 
TGBBH18 
5MM Tall Crying Heart $33.50/pc
TGCRY18 

Gem Heart 
Nose Curve on 
Silicone Nose 
Display
PVD Coated Steel Cast 
18G 5/16" (8MM)  
Was From $2.60/pc  
Now From $2.08/pc
SNC18HR- 
Silicone Nose Display
In Black or Cream $17.85/pc 
SIBPNOS-
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Titanium 
Seamless 

Hearts
Anodized in-house 

18G and 16G 
5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2" 

$1.20/pc 
TSHR 



36% 
OFF!

National Ear Piercing Day.
#nationalearpiercingday

Monday, February 7th, 2022 is
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$2.14 per piece
Sale Price $1.71

SBRTARCL

Gem Arrow
 Ear Barbell

$3.74 per piece
Sale Price $2.99
SBRTCHRRD

Gem Cherry
 Ear Barbell

$2.60 per piece
Sale Price $2.08

SBRTINF2

Gem Infinity
 Ear Barbell

$1.88 per piece
Sale Price $1.50

SBRTRS4

Triple Rose
 Ear Barbell

$2.20 per piece
Sale Price $1.76

SBRTUNI1

Unicorn
 Ear Barbell

$2.49 per piece
Sale Price $1.99

SBRTLDYS

Ladybug
 Ear Barbell

$1.28 per piece
Sale Price $1.02

SBRTRS1

Rose
 Ear Barbell

$1.20 per piece
Sale Price $0.96

SBRTHR3

Scribbled Heart
 Ear Barbell

$4.85 per piece
Sale Price $3.88

SBRTMQ

Marquise Gem Cluster
 Ear Barbell

From $1.90 per piece
Sale Price $1.52 

SBRTFIL6

Marquise Gem Cluster
 Ear Barbell

$3.30 per piece
Sale Price $2.64
SBRINDVD1

L-O-V-E Game Piece 
Industrial$2.44 per piece

Sale Price $1.56
SBRINDVD3

Pixelated Heart Industrial

$9.00 per piece
Sale Price $7.20

SBRINDFIL6RG

Heart & Filigree Industrial

$3.85 per piece
Sale Price $3.08
SBRINDINFCL

Gem Infinity Industrial

$8.02 per piece
Sale Price $6.42
SBRINDFL5RG

Pink Flowers Industrial

$3.17 per piece
Sale Price $2.54

SBRTCZ13

Square Gem Ear Barbell

Ear barbells: 16G 1/4" with 2.5MM externally 
threaded ball. Industrials: 14G prepackaged 

with 1", 1 1/4", and 1 1/2" barbells.
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From $2.80 per piece
Sale Price From $2.24

SBRTCZ9

Beaded Round
 Ear Barbell

From $2.85 per piece
Sale Price From $2.28

SBRTCZ8

Beaded Diamond
 Ear Barbell

$2.71 per piece
Sale Price $2.17

SBRTTR2

Cutout Triangle
 Ear Barbell

From $2.99 per piece
Sale Price From $2.39

SBRTMN2

Filigree Moon
 Ear Barbell

$1.57 per piece
Sale Price $1.26

SBRTSUN2

Gem Sun
 Ear Barbell

$2.11 per piece
Sale Price $1.69

SBRTBTL

Beetle
 Ear Barbell

$2.80 per piece
Sale Price $2.24

SBRTELP3

Elephant Head
 Ear Barbell

44% 
OFF!

From $4.92 per piece
Sale Price From $2.75

BRINDFIL2

Filigree 
Industrial

$4.85 per piece
Sale Price $3.88
SBRINDEVL2

Filigree Industrial
$2.80 per piece
Sale Price $2.24

SBRTEVL

Evil Eye
 Ear Barbell

In honor of 
National ear 
piercing day

We're taking 20% off select 
novelty ear and industrial 

barbells from 1/31/22 - 2/7/22.
Sale ends at midnight EST.

SBRINDST1

$4.97 per piece
Sale Price $3.98 

Star with Gem and 
Opal Industrial

38% 
OFF!

$2.57 per piece
Sale Price $1.65
SBRTSUN3G

Tribal Sun
 Ear Barbell
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“I GUESS THE BEST WAY TO SAY IT WAS 
THAT I KIND OF FELL INTO THE INDUSTRY 
BY DIARRHEA OF THE MOUTH,” LAUGHED 
37-YEAR-OLD AUSTIN “BIFF” LOCKE, AS 
HE RECALLED HIS ODD START INTO THE 
TATTOO INDUSTRY.

 BIFF LOCKE, IRON HEART, DES MOINES

IRON HEART, 
IRON WILL

I was roughly 18 years old, getting tattooed by a good 
friend while observing another client getting pierced and 
blurted out “That looks like fun!” Little did I know that 
comment would start me on a path that would change 
my entire life. After being hired on the spot, I started 
my piercing apprenticeship under Donald, who was 
originally from Amsterdam and had an extended guest 
spot as a piercer at Sacred Skin in Des Moines, Iowa. “It 
was totally by chance, but while I was going through my 
apprenticeship, I fell even more in love with the industry, 
and the people I worked with. Nearly 20 years later, I still 
work with my friend who was tattooing me that day.”

 

At Sacred Skin, the owner, Earl Ramey took me under his 
wing and was a wonderful mentor, more than that–he was 
a role model. Whether I agreed with him or not, he taught 
me a lot about how the world works, how to manage my 
way through the industry, and how to be a successful 
human–something I never really had growing up. After 
a few years, I pointed out some issues at the shop and 
Earl threw another challenge at me, suggesting I should 
manage his shop. I took up the gauntlet and stepped into 
a management role. It was difficult, but I did it, little by 
little. He threw me in with the wolves, but pushed me to 
be the best I could be. He knew that I would find my way, 
and he gave me the space to do it. Those experiences really 
influenced my future.

 

When I came to Iron Heart, the owner, Budha Oakes, 
had set a great foundation. The shop had a different 
feel to it. Back in the day tattoo shops could feel almost 
underground. As the industry has grown, now they feel 
much more legitimate. Iron Heart has felt like that since 
the start, so when I arrived there,  it was like a breath of 
fresh air. But after being there for a while, and as I was 
getting older, I knew that I needed to establish something 

for myself and my family. So, 
when we found out my wife was 
pregnant with our daughter, 
I decided that opening my 
own shop was my ultimate 
goal. It would provide a way 
for me to be around for my 
kid but continue to stay and 
mature in the industry. When 
I approached Budha, it turned 
out that he also needed a 
change and so I bought Iron 
Heart from him in November 
2016.

Owning Iron Heart has been an incredible experience for me. I 
just really love the people I work with. That is what has kept me 
going and it’s really my favorite part of the industry. Everyone 
that I have worked with is so positive, passionate and motivated. 
We have grown so much together. But not everything has been 
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”OUTSIDE OF 
MY CAREER, 
MY BIGGEST 
PRIORITY IS 

SPENDING 
TIME WITH MY 

FAMILY.”

rainbows and smiles. When COVID shut our shops in Des 
Moines down, we were closed for almost three months and 
it was really hard. It messed with people mentally. But those 
I work with do so many things in addition to tattooing that 
we made an effort to keep up shop camaraderie and morale. 
Joshua Bowers built tattoo machines and other industry 
related items through his company, Bowers Supply. Paul 
Nycz did live painting segments called “Watching Paint 
Dry” on Instagram while interviewing other tattoo artists 
and talking about their experiences. Sean Wilcox drew and 
painted custom pieces to sell to clients. And together we all 
got through the worst of the shutdowns. 

 

After nearly 20 years in the industry, I feel I have learned a 
lot of things. When I was just starting out and building my 
clientele I got caught up in the fast and easy spending of 
money. I wish I could go back and tell my younger self to 
save some of that money and to set up a more secure future. 
However, another thing I have learned is that accepting 
failure is key to growth. Failing is part of the learning 
process. I struggled and lost everything, but I felt I did not 
at first allow myself to learn from why it happened. When 
I lost everything a second time, then I truly understood. It 
wasn’t until I fully committed to the industry and put my all 
into my career, that it started giving back to me. When you 
really dive into what you’re doing, that’s when it gets good.

 

The industry has evolved during these last few decades. 
When I first started my career, the hottest trends were big 
gauge items, like plugs and barbells. It was about shock 
value. Over the years, there has been a steady trend toward 
daintier pieces. Now the shock value is how nice your 
jewelry can be, instead of having a hole that will allow you 
to have a fist slide through it. Metal Mafia allows me to stay 
on this trend, in a budget friendly way. I love being able to 
pierce clients, make 
them feel good about 
themselves and see 
them go home happy. 
I’ve stuck with 
Metal Mafia jewelry 
because it feels and 
heals great.

Outside of my career, my 
biggest priority is spending 
time with my family. I love to 
do as much as I can with my 
wife and 5-year-old daughter. 
One of my favorite things to 
do is to cook for them, it’s my way of digesting the day. I’m like 
Martha Stewart in the kitchen, I get excited when my family 
says they really love dinner and ask for seconds. I am also an avid 
golfer, who participates in multiple golf leagues year-round, and 
you can always count on me to have at least one or two home 
improvement projects going on. My wife will tell you, she gets 
frustrated with me because I don’t stop moving!

Through it all, I am grateful for the lessons I have learned and 
experiences that I have had in the tattoo industry. I feel lucky 
to have found a career that has continued to spark my interest, 
challenge me to grow and allowed me to cultivate life-long 
friendships. I am excited to see what the future holds for Iron 
Heart.
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St .  Paddy ' s  Day Pieces

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$3.16 SBNASTPY22

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$4.14 SBNASTPY29

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$3.66 SBNASTPY33

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$2.73 SBNASTPY36

Whimsical styles that showcase the spirit of St. Patrick's Day. 
St. Patrick's Day is Thursday, March 17th, but it's never too early to get lucky.

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$2.86 SBNASTPY17

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$2.54 SBNASTPY25

16G 1/4" Curved Barbell 
$5.47 SBRTSTPY5

14G Prepackaged Industrial Barbell
$6.05 SBRINDSTPY2

14G Prepackaged Industrial Barbell
$5.63 SBRINDSTPY1

16G 1/4" Curved Barbell 
From $2.60 SBRTRBL2

6

5

1

2

3
4

8

9

10

11

7

1 Gem Clover $6.90 SBNASTPY39

2 Irish Cameo $1.85 SBNASTPY32

3 Gem Celtic Knot $3.86 SBNASTPY31

4 Gem Beer Mug $3.90 SBNASTPY41

5 Luck of the Irish $2.78 SBNASTPY19

6 Black Celtic Harp $3.78 SBNASTPY34BK 

7 Celtic Knot with Green Gems $2.38 SBNASTPY28 

8 Irish Gem Horseshoe $3.05 SBNASTPY24

9 Gold Celtic Harp  $3.00 SBNASTPY34GO

10 Four Petal Flower with Gem $4.22 SBNAFL2G

11 Gold Gem Clover $3.62 SBNASTPY40

14G 3/8" Novelty Navel Rings

Can't choose just 
one? Well you're 
in luck! 

We've created a 
31 piece kit which 
includes novelty 
navel curves, nose 
curves, tragus/
ear and industrial 
barbells for $101.22
SKU: STPATTYKIT

Substitutions may occur. 18G 5/16" Nose Curves 
Was From $2.97 

Now From $2.38 SBRTSTPY4
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Bring your customers luck 
wi th these green hued charms.

316L Steel Internally Threaded Tunnel 
Available From 10G (2.5MM) -25MM (1")

Gem Insert Available | From 0G (8MM) - 25MM (1")
Tunnels Starting At $2.58/Piece, Sold Individually | SGRTTI-

Inserts Starting At $2.50/Pair | SDCZLG-

Green Eyed Jasper Stone Plugs
Available From 8G -25MM

Starting At $3.80/Pair | PGEJ-

Metallic Silicone Tunnels Available From 6G -25MM
Starting At $1.40/Pair | STDFMGR-

316L Steel Prong Set Green Clicker
Light Green or Emerald Green

16G 5/16" Rook - Was $6.76 Now $5.41 
SRC3GS-

16G 1/4" Ear - Was $8.11 Now $6.49 
SEC3GS-

316L Steel Externally Threaded Bezel Set 
Emerald Green or Light Green Curves

16G -  5/16" 3/8" $4.74 6 pc pack per size 
SCVED16-3

Green Aventurine Stone Tunnels
Available From 2G -25MM

Starting At $5.48/Pair | TDFGA-

Single Flare Borosilicate Glass Plugs Available From 8G -25MM 
Starting At $9.20/pair  GTSFGR-

Prong Set Gem Navel Rings  
ASTM F-136 Titanium 

14G 3/8" or 7/16" 
Flower $16.52 per size 

TBNIPGFL14-LG
Square $18.60 per size 

TBNIPGS14-LG

316L Steel Gem Star End
Available in 3MM, 4MM, & 5MM 
16G/18G Internally Threaded
From $9.90 per 6 piece pack

SRHGST16-  

316L Steel Opal Star End 
5MM 16G/18G 

Internally Threaded
$4.02 per piece
SRHOSTR16LG

16G, 18G & 20G Nose Pins & Screw / 18G & 20G Bones
Steel sold in 6 piece packs, Titanium sold individually. 
Screws - Steel Prong Set Was $5.70 Now $4.56 SNSP-

Steel Bezel Set $3.00 SNS-
Titanium Prong Set Was $4.38 Now $3.50 TNSP-

Titanium Bezel Set $2.70 TNS-
Pins - Steel Prong Set Was $4.68 Now $3.72 SNPP-

Steel Bezel Set $3.00 SNP-
Titanium Prong Set $4.38 Now $3.50 TNPP-

Titanium Bezel Set $2.70 TNP- 
Bones - Steel Prong Set Was $6.30 Now $5.04 SNBP-

Steel Bezel Set $3.00 SNB-
Titanium Prong Set Was $3.65 Now $2.92 TNBP-

Titanium Bezel Set $2.70 TNB-

Prong nose jewelry on sale!

Titanium opal flower replacement head.
Available in 4MM, 5MM & 6MM

Internally Threaded 16G/18G or 14G 
Was $11.10 Now $8.88/Piece TRHOFL-

Threadless Was $12.86 Now $10.29/Piece TTRHOFL-

Flower ends on sale!

Titanium Gem Prong Set Trinity End
14G or 16G/18G Internally Threaded - 

Was $4.98 Now $3.98 per piece TRHGT2-
Threadless - Was $6.05 

Now $4.84 per piece TTRHGT2-

Trinity ends on sale!
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ASTM F-136 Titanium navel 
rings with heart-shaped 
zirconia gems. 
TBNIPGHR14

Feel 
The 
Love

See page 6 
for more 

heart-inspired 
pieces.


